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Abstract—In Wireless Applications, decreasing both
access latency and traffic volume is necessary. A Fast
Data Access Scheme for Wireless Applications is
proposed in which data are periodically modified and it
is indispensable that data is accessed instantaneously.
Depending upon the data popularity, distinct operation
modes are defined and only the most popular data are
proactively moved to Base station to lessen the network
traffic. Hence a systematic model is developed, and an
Operation Selection Algorithm is introduced to decrease
the access latency. A Secured Hashing Communication
Algorithm (SHCA) is used to check the authenticity of
the base station as well as application server node and
also if any malicious node is introduced which interrupts
the network by sending erroneous messages, increases
the access latency. Therefore, an analytical model is
derived to check the authenticity of the node which
gradually reduces the access latency. The main objective
is to detect malicious node and to show the effect of
network performance in presence of malicious node
Keywords— Access latency, Cache mechanism, Cloud
Computing, Strong Consistency, WSN

I . INTRODUCTION
In recent times, there is a tremendous increase in the
growth of internet due to widespread use of smart phones
and other applications. Today the simple client server model
is propelling to Cloud Computing Model [1]. Cloud
Computing Model stores user data in servers which help
users to access the data ubiquitously. With the help of Cloud
Computing, the data can be accessed anywhere in the world,
using web application. Web application helps in retrieving
data from the cloud and exchange of information takes place
between client and the cloud. The standard methods used for
reducing access latency in operating systems and database
management are cache mechanisms [2].
Caching is a technique of storing temporary data that can be
utilized in future. Cache might be the result of previous
computation or replication of data. Cache resides in
temporary storage and when data is no longer required or
used, the data becomes obsolete and is no longer valid. It
reduces the time required to fetch the information from
servers. The speed of data retrieval becomes indispensable
when accessing data through internet with applications.
There are delays in systems when large numbers of
applications are accessing the servers constantly. If same
data is being accessed numerous times, then retrieval of data
will increase access time and load on the server. Data
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caching solves this problem. When the accessed data item is
in cache, then it is a cache “Hit” otherwise it is a Cache
“Miss”. Any cache access mechanism has a either stateful or
stateless server [3].
Wireless Data Access applications with strong
consistencies are anticipated to be more popular in future.
Strong Consistency is achieved, when mobile node
maintains timely information. WSN usually consists of a
Mobile Node (MN) connected by Base Station (BS) which
in turn connected by an Application Server (AS). Access
latency is the time delay of the requested data and the
accessed data. An application server maintains up to date
information that can be modified every few seconds [4].
The data can be cached by users offered by Application
Server (AS) and the data should be persistent with that at the
AS. Poll-Each-Read (PER) and Call Back (CB) are two
popular strongly consistent wireless data caching schemes.
Strongly consistent means mobile node should always
maintain current information. Call Back (CB) is stateful
server-initiated invalidation scheme. Poll-Each-Read (PER)
is stateless client-initiated data delivery scheme. In PollEach-Read (PER) Scheme, the mobile node access the data,
it first checks the status of Application Server (AS) to
validate its cached data. If the cache object is up to date,
then the consistent data is noted and Application Server
(AS) sends a validation message to the mobile node. If the
data in the application server is different, then AS sends new
data to the mobile node to Mobile Node (MN). Mobile Node
(MN) then saves the new data along with timestamp in its
local cache. In Call Back (CB) scheme the application
server sends invalidation message to Mobile Node (MN)
then Mobile Node (MN) removes the cache in its local store
thus data in MN is always consistent. Both PER and CB
have advantages and disadvantages [5], [6].
CB minimizes the data access latenc and PER decreases
the data traffic. The limitations of these methods are either it
decreases access latency or decreases the data traffic but not
both. Therefore, a balance is negotiated between reduction
of wireless data traffic and data access latency [7]. FW-DAS
is suggested which reduces both data traffic and data access
latency [8]
Hence FW-DAS proposes Two Tier operation:
1. The First Tier between mobile node and the
Base station/Access Point.
2. The Second Tier between the Base
station/Access Point and Application Server.
PER is introduced in the First Tier to lessen wireless
network traffic and for the Second Tier three operations are

suggested between BS and application server (AS).The
following are the three operations proposed in Second Tier.
1. Ipush Mode: In this method when data is changed in
the
application
server,
it
sends
an
acknowledgement to Base Station to invalidate
cache and replace it with newly changed data. This
method being used is dependent on whether the
data is popular in application server or not.
2. Ipull Mode: In this method application server just
informs the base station that data have been
changed, if the data is popular in base station it
receives the data from application server and saves
the data.
3. Ionly Mode: In this method application server just
informs the base station that data have been
changed, if the data is not popular in the base
station then data is removed or invalidated from the
local cache.
An analytical model and operation selection algorithm is
developed which is used to investigate the performance of
FW-DAS. Further in this work, if any malicious node is
introduced which hinders the network by sending fraudulent
update messages, increases the access latency. Also,
addition of malicious node will result in inconsistencies in
the most popular data. Therefore, systematic model is
developed to check the authenticity of the nodes which
gradually minimizes the access latency.
A. Motivation
The authenticity between Base Station (BS) and
Application Server (AS) is the key motivation of this paper,
which can be achieved using SHCA algorithm.
B. Research Contribution
Research Contribution of this paper is
1. SHCA focuses on major problem in wireless access
that is it emphasis on both minimization of network
traffic and access latency. Along with operation
selection algorithm, an analytical model is
developed to check the authenticity of the node
between base station and application server which
gradually minimizes the access latency.
2. The main aim is to detect malicious node and to
show the effect of network performance in
presence of malicious node
C. Organization of Paper
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
provides information about the related work. Section 3 and
Section 4 describes the System Architecture and algorithm.
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Performance analysis is done in Section 5 and finally the
conclusion is summarized in Section 6.

II.RELATED WORK.
The new drift in IT industry is “Cloud Computing” which
allows users to access data and software instantly as and
Cloud Computing Model stores user data in servers which
help users to access the data ubiquitously. With the help of
Cloud Computing, the data can be accessed anywhere in the
world, using web application. Web application helps in
retrieving data from the cloud and exchange of information
takes place between client and the cloud [9]. Caching or
temporary storage from previous requirements is a unit of
basic data delivery strategy implemented within HTTP
Protocol. Caching is a term used to store reusable responses
in order to make upcoming requests faster. Web caching is a
type of caching in which HTTP responses for requests are
cached according to certain rules. An efficient caching
method helps both consumers and providers. Some of the
advantages of caching are: 1. Reduced Network Costs 2.
Improved Responsiveness 3. Increased performance 4. Data
Availability during network interruptions [10].
Kiwon Lee et al., [11] suggested Design and Analysis of
cooperative wireless data access algorithms in multi radio
wireless networks. A cooperative poll each read (CoopPER)
and cooperative call back (CoopCB) wireless data access
algorithms is proposed. CoopPER and CoopCB are
combined to get heterogeneous networks which notably
reduces the transmission cost over wireless links.

Chen et al., [14] proposed Update based cache access
and replacement in wireless data access. From the previous
survey it is found that in cache mechanisms updating
information is most essential. Different kinds of replacement
policies are proposed and among them the recent cache
replacement technique is access based replacement which
either neglect or will not emphasis on update information.
Two strongly consistent algorithms: Poll-Per-Read (PER)
and Call-Back (CB) are suggested. In this work, a server
based PER (SB-PER) cache scheme in which the server is
responsible for taking replacement decisions and on the
client side, client is responsible for taking replacement
decisions. Both methods is designed for update frequency
and access latency. Further 2 update based replacement
policies are proposed: least access to update ratio (LA2U)
and least access to update difference (LAUD).Simulation
results are carried out by using these algorithms.
Hui et al., [7] proposed Collaborative Hierarchical
caching with dynamic request routing for massive content
distribution. The major issue in content distribution is
analyzing the capacity of caching in the network. Pack et
al., [15] suggested “Proxy based Wireless Data Access
Algorithms in Mobile Hotspots”. Efficient wireless data
access algorithms in mobile hot spots are considered. A
proxy cache (PC), PC based poll each read (P-PER) and PC
based call back (P-CB) data access algorithms is proposed
to minimize the cost of the transmission over wireless links
in mobile hot spots. A systematic model is developed and
simulation results are carried out to evaluate the
performance of the P-PER and P-CB

In et al., [4] suggested Cache mechanisms on PER and
CB. Wireless Internet can be instantly accessed by mobile
users through a client-server model. In order to increase
wireless data access, cache mechanisms. Xiao et al., [12]
proposed internet caching mechanisms and replacement
policies. Updating information is very rarely considered
and Caching algorithm is implemented to minimize
communication cost, power consumption, and latency.
Akon et al., [13] proposed an optimal cache replacement
policy for data access applications. Most of the replacement
policies used is Proactive Access Policy (PAP), and
Reactive Access Policy (RAP). Secondly, an Updateoriented Replacement Policy (URP) is introduced. A cache
system along with cache access and replacement policies
assures maximum number of effective cache hits and
favorable cost per data access. The design goals of the
proposed cache methodologies are – (1) to increase the
effective hit ratio and (2) to reduce transmission cost.
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Figure 1. System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the system architecture for FW-DAS [8]. An
MN is connected to AP/BS and AP/BS is connected to AS
through wireless link. It is assumed that MN has limited
cache size of KMN and base station has cache size of KNC.
There can be multiple MN connected to a network and it is
assumed that KNC has larger memory than MN.
There are four types of messages that are described for data
access schemes.
1. Access (j, t): This is the message used to access the
data from server or application server here “j” is
the data and “t” is the timestamp of the data j.
2. Send (j, t, F): This is a message used to send data
from server to MN or AS to AP/BS. This is also
used to send verification message, here “j” is the
data, “t” is the timestamp of data j and F indicates
the data flag. If F is 1 then data is being sent else, it
a verification message.
3. Update (j, F): This message is used when updating
takes place for data in AP/BS from AS. Here “j” is
the data and F is the flag indicating if data is
present. If F is 1 then AS sends updated data
invalidation message and if F is zero it sends a
invalidation message from AS.
4. Ack (j, R): This message is used to acknowledge
the update request sent by application Server. This
message may also contain a request for the object.
Here “j” is the data, R is the Flag that indicates
whether the object is requested by the base station
or not. That is if R is set then base station is
requesting application server to send the data j.
A secure hashing communication (SHCA) algorithm is used
to check the authenticity of the base station as well as
application server.
VI. ALGORITHM
Lee et al., [8] proposed an operation selection algorithm
that regards both the access latency and the update traffic.
FW-DAS has 3 kinds of operation: the invalidation and push
denoted by Ipush, the invalidation and pull denoted by Ipull,
and the invalidation only denoted by Ionly modes. Depending
upon the popularity of data, the operation modes are
determined. The constant is the part of data using the Ipush
mode, which is given by n1/N means, the most widely used
n1data in the AS utilize the Ipush mode. The parameter b
shows the part of data choosing the Ipull mode, which is
n2/N. In FW-DAS, the most widely used n2 data in the
AP/BS, other than n1 data using the Ipush mode, utilize the
Ipull mode. The other persisting data succeeds the Ionly mode.
For example, a, b, and N are 1, 5, and 200, respectively.

Then, the widely used 20 data in cache is altered in the AS
are invalidated and moved to the BS. The converse is that,
the widely used 5 data in the BS, other than data utilizing
the Ipush mode, utilize the Ipull mode while remaining 75 data
follow the Ionly mode.
The access latency in FW-DAS can be notably
minimized as the values of a and b maximize as major data
can be retrieved from the BS without contacting the AS.
But, when higher values of a and b are utilized, more traffic
can be introduced. An operation selection algorithm is
proposed that regards both the access latency and the update
traffic. A systematic model is introduced to derive the
expected saving cost (SCj) and the increased cost, when a
data utilizes the Ipush / Ipull modes rather than using
invalidation only mode. Then, the data utilizes the Ipush / Ipull
modes, only when the expected saving cost is larger enough
than the increased cost.
The retrieval latency in FW-DAS is derived by, considering
the following 4 cases:
1 The data modify events should not be happened
between two retrieval events and the data that is
cached is not substituted at the mobile terminal
(probability of (1 − β) (1 − γ)).
2 The data modify events should not occur between 2
retrieval events, but the data that is cached at
mobile terminal is substituted by other data.
(Probability of (1 − β) γ).
3 There occurs a data modify event and other mobile
terminal access the modified data and cache it
(probability of βγ).
4 There occurs a data update event and no other
mobile terminal accesses the modified data.
(Probability of β (1 − γ)).
A suitable operation mode is applied in FWDAS depending
on the data popularity. The retrieval latency of a data is
defined in each mode. In the Ipush mode, the MN
communicates the BS for verification and collects an
acknowledgement message from the BS for 1). The
corresponding retrieval latency is given by access1 + send1.
For 2), 3), and 4), the mobile terminal initially
communicates with BS and the data that is cached at the BS
can be transmitted to the mobile terminal.
Then, the retrieval latency can be given by access1 +
data1.Accordingly; the average retrieval latency in the Ipush
mode can be expressed as,
Ipush =(1 −β)(1 − δ)(access1 + send1) +(1−β)δ(access1+
data1)+βγ(access1+data1)+β(1 − γ)(access1 + data1)
(1)
In the Ipull mode the retrieval latency is similar to that of
invalidation and push mode. This is because data in the Ipull
mode can be accumulated at the AP ahead in time as same
as in Ipush mode.
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The MN communicates BS for verification and accepts an
acknowledgement message from BS in Ionly mode for 1) The
access latency or retrieval latency is access1 + send1.
For 2) and 3), the mobile terminal initially communicates
the BS and the MN receives the data that is cached from
AP/BS. Hence, the access latency becomes access1 + data1.
For case 4), there is no data in both the MN and the BS, the
retrieval from the AS is needed. Thus, the retrieval latency
can be expressed as access1 + access2 + data1 + data2.
Hence, the average retrieval latency in the Ionly mode can be
obtained as,
Ionly=(1 − β)(1 −δ)(access1 + send1) +(1−β)δ(access1+
data1)+ βγ(access1+ data1)+ β(1 − γ)(access1 + access2 +
data1 + data2)
(2)
Let the anticipated saving cost of the jth data be SCj by
using the Ipush / Ipull modes against using the Ionly mode. As
the data modify event for the jth data occurs and no other
mobile terminal retrieve the modified data (probability of
β(1 − γ)), the communication cost from the AS to the BS
can be saved by Ipush / Ipull modes since the modified data
can be found at the BS. Clearly, the retrieval latencies of the
Ipush / Ipull modes and the Ionly mode are access1 + data1 and
access1 + access2 + data1 + data2, respectively. Therefore,
the reduced access latency is given by (access1 + access2 +
data1 + data2) − (access1 + data1) = access2 + data2.
Consequently, SCi can be computed as,
SCj= λj β (1 − γ)(access2 + data2)
(3)
Where λj is the access rate to the jth data.
𝑆𝐶𝑗 =

𝜆𝑗
(𝜌𝑗 + 1)𝑀

(𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2)

(4)

Let ICj be the increased update cost of the jth data be Ipush
mode is used rather than the Ionly mode. Update2 and ack2
denote the latencies of wireless link for Update without a
data and Ack, respectively.
The updated access latencies of Ionly mode and the Ipush
mode are, respectively given by update2 + ack2 and data2 +
ack2, ICi can be defined as
ICj =µjα(1 − β)(data2 – update2)
(5)
Where µj is the update rate of the jth data. Then, (5) can be
redrafted as

𝐼𝐶𝑗 =

µ𝑗
(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 −
(𝜌𝑗 + 1)𝑀

𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒

(6)

By accessing the primary key element from the database
which helps in calculating the data size represented by Ddata
in bytes. If the size of the data is less, then access latency is
decreased and if the size of the data is more, the access
latency increases. Therefore the Ddata is directly proportional
to time. The access latency increases when there is any
introduction of malicious node and this is calculated by

subtracting the time taken in ms (milliseconds) by WMDdata
(With Malicious Data that is delivered) represented by x in
milliseconds and WOMDdata (WithOut Malicious Data)
represented by y in milliseconds, to retrieve the data from
AS to BS or from BS to MN, is given by.
Tdelay = x – y
(7)
Tdelay gives the difference in time (in milliseconds) taken
by malicious and without malicious node to access the
information from AS to BS, or from BS to MN. Once the
introduction of malicious node there will be inconsistencies
in finding most popular data.
Algorithm 1: SHCA: Senders Side Algorithm
1: Sender sends its IDL to receiver
2: Receiver generates a random number Ns
3: Receiver calculate
Temp= IDL || Ns
Temp= h(Temp)
Kls= Temp XOR IDS
4: Receiver randomly generates a track sequence number
Trseq which is 32 bit sequence number
5: for 1 to 15
Generates a random number Ke
Generates a random number Rj
Temp= Idls|| Rj||Kls
Sid= h(Temp)
End for
6: Receiver sends Kls, sids, kems and Trseq to the sender.
7: Sender generates a random number Nl
8: Temp = (IDL||Kls||Nl||TrSeq)
9: AIDL = h (Temp)
10: Temp= Kls||Nl
11: Temp = h (Temp)
12: EL = LAI l ⊕ Temp
13: N x = Kls ⊕ Nl
14: V1= h (Nl||LAI l||Kls) (location area identifier of the
base station)
15: Send AILd, Nx, Trseq, EL and V1
Secure Connection between Base Station and Application
Server:
Phase 1: In this phase the sender sends its IDL, a unique
identification number, to the receiver through a secure
channel. After receiving the IDL, the server generates a
random number Ns and then computes Kls. Kls= h (IDL ||
Ns) ⊕ IDS. The server also randomly generates a track
sequence number Trseq which is 32 bit sequence number.
Now the server sends Kls and Trseq to the sender.
Algorithm 2: Verification Process: Receiver’s Side
Algorithm
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16: Receiver retrieve Kls using Trseq
17: If not valid
18:
Terminates the connection
19: else
20:
Nl= Kls ⊕ Nx
21:
Temp= Kls||Nl
22:
Temp= h ( Temp)
23:
LAI= EL ⊕ Temp
24:
Temp= idl || kls || Nl || Trseq
25:
c_AILd= h ( Temp)
26:
tt= Nl || LAIL || Kls
27:
C_V1= h ( tt )
28: If V1 equals to C_V1
29: Start Communication
30: else
31: Terminate Communication

1.

Effects of Data Size

FW-DAS shows when the data size is small then the time
required to retrieve the data reduces. As and when the data
size increases the time required to retrieve the data also
increases. Shows in Figure 2, the time required to access
data versus data size.

Phase 2: After the sender receives Kls and Trseq from the
receiver, it generates a random number Nl and derives
AIDL, EL, Nx and V1 and forms a response message Ma1
and sends it to the receiver.
 AIDL= h (IDL||Kls||Nl||TrSeq).
 EL= LAI l ⊕h (Kls||Nl).
 Nx = Kls ⊕ Nl.
 V1= h (Nl||LAI l||Kls
Where LAI is the location area identifier of the base station.
Upon receiving the request message from the sender, the
receiver at ﬁrst checks the track sequence number TrSeq is
valid or not and simultaneously also computes and checks
whether the parameters V1, AIDL, and LAI are valid or not.
 Nl= Kls ⊕ Nx.
 LAI= EL ⊕ h(Kls||Nl).

Figure 2. FW-DAS shows the time required to access data
versus data size
2.

Effects of Malicious Node and Without Malicious
Node

Sometimes if any malicious node is detected in a
network, then it interrupts the network connectivity there by
the access latency increases which highly affect the network
performance. Security encryption algorithm checks for the
authenticity of the BS and AS nodes thereby ensuring
secured communication. Figure 3 shows the performance of
the network, when there is any malicious node in network
the access latency increases, and the access latency
decreases in case of network without malicious node.

If so, then the server generates a random number m and
assigns TrSeqnew =m. Subsequently, the server computes T
r = h(KlskIDLkNl)T rSeqnew, V 2 = h(T rkKlskIDLkNl)
and forms a response message MA2 and sends it to the
sender. Finally, the server computes Klsnew = h(KlskIDLkT
rSeqnew) and updates its database with TrSeq =TrSeqnew,
Kls = Klsnew. If any of the parameter
.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Performance Analysis is the technique which involves
standard methodologies of analyzing data in order to
increase the performance of the systematic model. The
analysis provides practical estimates which help in
improving the performance.

Figure 3 .With Malicious (WM) and WithOut Malicious
(WOT) Node
VI . CONCLUSIONS
The simulation results of FW-DAS demonstrate that the
access latency is reduced notably by introducing an
operation selection algorithm which defines 3 modes of
operation, one of the algorithm helps in determining the
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most popular data. The most popular data is pushed to Base
Station which reduces the network traffic. The proposed
secured hashing communication algorithm (SHCA)
validates the authenticity of base station (BS) and
application server (AS) there by maintaining a secured
communication channel between BS and AS. An analytical
model is derived which demonstrates the authenticity of the
node which eventually minimizes retrieval latency. Also, in
this work, the performance of the network gradually
decreases with the introduction of malicious node.
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